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Abstract: This research addresses the imperative challenge of a lightweight design for an Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) chassis to enhance the thrust-to-weight and power-to-weight ratios, crucial for
optimal flight performance, focused on developing an intriguing lightweight yet robust quadcopter
chassis. Advanced generative design techniques, integrated with topology optimization, using
Autodesk Fusion 360 software (v. 16.5. 0.2083), 3D-printing methods and lightweight materials like
Polylactic Acid (P.L.A.), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (A.B.S.), and Nylon 6/6 play a significant
role in achieving the desired balance between structural integrity and weight reduction. The study
showcases successful outcomes, presenting quadcopter chassis designs that significantly improve
structural efficiency and overall performance metrics. The findings contribute to aerial robotics and
hold promise for precision agriculture applications with relevant performed simulations, emphasizing
the importance of tailored design methodologies for other engineering domains. In conclusion, this
research provides a foundational step toward advancing drone technology, with weight reductions
of almost 50%, P/W and T/W ratios increment of 6.08% and 6.75%, respectively, at least an 11.8%
increment in Factor of Safety, at least a 70% reduction in stress values and reduced manufacturing time
from its comparative DJI F450 drone, demonstrating the critical role of innovative design approaches
in optimizing operational efficiency for targeted applications.

Keywords: topology optimization; generative design; lightweight material; unmanned aerial vehicle;
precision agriculture; 3D printing; lightweight drone chassis

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), popularly known as drones, have revolutionized
numerous industries with their unmatched versatility and efficiency [1]. These aerial
vehicles are pivotal in optimizing crop management and resource utilization in precision
agriculture. By capturing high-resolution imagery and multispectral data, drones facilitate
precise monitoring of crop health, pest infestations, and overall field conditions [2,3]. This
study delves into the intersection of advanced design methods and materials applied
to the design of quadcopter drone chassis, aiming to propel advancements in precision
agriculture [4]. In the context of existing research, integrating generative design principles
with materials and 3D printing represents an innovative approach [5,6].

This introduction aims to contextualize the study, emphasizing its significance in
pushing the boundaries of drone technology for agricultural applications. At its core, this
research seeks to address gaps in current designs, paving the way for high performance
and increased power-to-weight and thrust-to-weight ratios, resulting in a more efficient,
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cost-effective, and sustainable approach to precision agriculture. Increasing the thrust-to-
weight and power-to-weight ratios in lightweight drone designs enhance performance
and agility. A higher thrust-to-weight ratio leads to quicker acceleration and improved
maneuverability, while a higher power-to-weight ratio facilitates faster climbs and better
handling in flying conditions. These improvements result in the increased responsiveness
of the drone and overall flight capabilities that can benefit flight quality and time.

The following sections will unravel the complexities of 3D-printed generative design,
culminating in insights that hold promise for the evolution of intelligent agricultural
practices. At the forefront of precision agriculture, the synergy between data-driven
farming and advanced drone technology promises transformative outcomes. Leveraging
data for precise decision-making, drones facilitate precision crop monitoring, enabling
issue detection and informed decision-making [7]. This dynamic process ensures optimal
crop health and feeds into an efficient resource management strategy where resources
are judiciously allocated. The culmination of these practices represents a paradigm shift
towards efficient farming, blending innovative techniques with data insights for heightened
productivity and sustainability [8].

In the pursuit of advancing the design technology, Autodesk Fusion 360 Generative
Design technology has been utilized, which allows for optimization of the parameters and
provides the best possible results through topology optimization, guided by sophisticated
algorithms, which emerges as a critical facet, strategically minimizing weight while
maximizing structural integrity for various drone elements and their functionality, as
listed in Table 1. Autodesk Fusion 360 is a cloud-based C.A.E. software (v. 16.5. 0.2083),
which is easy to run and requires no such special configurations of the device to run on,
as it does not use the device’s internal graphics and memory, making it versatile and
usable on any operating system and environment. The current study uses a device with
4 GB RAM and 512 GB internal memory, with Intel® Core™ i5 processor (Acer Aspire
7, Acer India Private Limited, Puducherry, India.) with Windows 11 operating system,
is utilized. The generative study performed on this software took around 15 to 20 min
till convergence for the current design, which is variable for design type, complexity
configurations and device specifications.

Table 1. The drone’s parts under design.

Part Number of Parts Functionality

Drone Base Centre 1 To hold components

Drone Arms 4 The connection between the motors and body
also stabilizes the chassis

Drone Landing Gear 4 Support chassis and facilitate landing

This optimization algorithm-based study of generative design enhances system per-
formance by facilitating seamless collaboration between components [9]. Optimization
plays a pivotal role in driving efficiency and innovation in complex systems. It identifies
the most effective solution from various choices, considering various goals, limitations,
and uncertainties. It guarantees the most efficient use of resources within engineering
and design, enhancing the systems’ performance, dependability, and eco-friendliness.
The integration of rapid generation and evaluation of design alternatives through algo-
rithmic iteration provides the best outcome from optimization. Generative design, a
result of multidisciplinary optimization (M.D.O.) principles, transforms conventional
design methods through the use of computational algorithms to examine vast design
territories. It methodically creates and appraises countless design alternatives based on
set objectives, restrictions, and performance standards. The concept of M.D.O. is based
on tackling intricate design issues a notch higher by engaging multiple engineering
areas. It considers the communication between different subsystems, intending to dis-
cover superior solutions that improve the entire system’s function. In M.D.O., various
improvement strategies are utilized, which can be split into definite and uncertain
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methodologies. Precise optimization techniques, like algorithms based on gradients
or line-based programming, depend on accurate math layouts to reach ideal solutions
effectively. Such manners of problem-solving are suitable for well-structured issues
with specific limits and goals [10]. Like genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and
particle swarm optimization are non-deterministic optimization techniques for dealing
with complex and ill-defined problems. These methods are designed to explore the
design space randomly, just like evolutionary processes or random searches do to find
near-optimal solutions in the form of probabilistic models. In addition, errors must be
considered during optimization procedures in realistic modeling and decision-making.
For example, measurement inaccuracies, modeling assumptions, or environmental
uncertainties may cause these errors. Therefore, taking into account the errors in the
optimization process makes sure that the solutions obtained are robust and able to
cope with practical conditions. This enhances the drone’s overall efficiency and aligns
with the imperative for lightweight and robust aerial platforms in agricultural settings.
Systematic integration algorithms further play a crucial role, ensuring cohesiveness
among diverse drone elements. As we delve into the subsequent sections of this re-
search, each of these components will be dissected and analyzed, shedding light on
their specific contributions to the evolution of high-performance quadcopter drone
chassis for precision agriculture.

Figure 1 shows a typical quadcopter design for the specified application, including
the components listed in Table 1. Pushing the boundaries of quadcopter technology, this
study delves into a thorough design exploration with well-defined goals, which starts
with the meticulous design of a quadcopter chassis characterized by diagonal dimen-
sions of 500 mm and a height of 55 mm [11], with recommended landing gears of about
110 mm [12]. Prioritizing structural integrity, the chassis is engineered to accommodate a
load of up to 2.5 kg (2.5 kg or 2500 g), including a 1 kg (1000 g) payload, while maintaining
a minimum Factor of Safety of 1.2 [4]. Adhering to contemporary aerospace engineering
principles, the chassis is designed to be lightweight without compromising robustness,
optimizing both power-to-weight and thrust-to-weight ratios. These objectives underscore
a commitment to precision and efficiency, ensuring the quadcopter meets the specific
demands and establishes a benchmark for reliability and performance.
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Figure 1. Typical quadcopter (UAV) for the specified application [13].

Figure 2 shows different drone configurations: the H, X, and + designs. Each has its
unique set of advantages and applications [14]. The X configuration, which has four rotors
forming a symmetrical X shape, is the most versatile in the case of precision agriculture. Its
inherent stability and agility make it well-suited for navigating the intricacies of agricul-
tural landscapes. The symmetrical layout facilitates balanced thrust, providing enhanced
maneuverability and precise positioning.
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Figure 2. Various configurations of the drone chassis: (a) the X design, (b) the H design, and
(c) the + design configurations.

In contrast, the H configuration, with arms extending vertically and horizontally,
offers stability but may sacrifice some agility in specific scenarios, with being heavy as
a disadvantage. The + configuration, with arms extending horizontally, lacks behind
from X regarding symmetrical thrust distribution characteristics. Considering all these
variations, the X configuration’s versatility and balanced thrust make it an optimal choice
in agricultural settings where precision is paramount. While the H and + configurations
may excel in stability, the nuanced requirements of precision agriculture underscore the
unique advantages of the X design in delivering reliable and accurate results [15].

2. Materials and Methods

The innovation of a high-performance quadcopter drone chassis for this very need
necessitates an exploration of innovative materials and advanced methods. This section
shifts to the Materials and Methods employed in the novel 3D-Printed Generative Design
approach. The design objectives introduced earlier set the stage for a comprehensive
examination of materials that meet the criteria of lightweight construction, structural
integrity, and efficiency.

2.1. Generative Design Using Topology Optimization

Generative design stands out as a method in design exploration involving the para-
metric variation of design geometry to evaluate output performance [16,17]. Recent
shifts towards topology optimization as a design generator, rather than traditional design
parameterization, have been a trend. This innovative approach leverages cloud comput-
ing to generate numerous designs [18,19] concurrently. Unlike conventional topology
optimization aiming for an optimal design, according to Matejka [20], generative design
manipulates problem definition parameters, unlike parametric design, which directly
alters geometric parameters. The primary goal of generative design is to explore options
that meet structural requirements and cater to different needs. The generative design
process encompasses four stages:

• Setting design parameters and goals;
• Generating designs through topology optimization with varied parameters;
• Studying options, iterating, and selecting the optimal design;
• It is manufactured using the 3D-printing method [21].

Figure 3 represents a detailed methodology of Generative Design, which includes a
step-by-step algorithmic milestone according to which this design process occurs.
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2.2. Method of Topology Optimization

Topology optimization, often known as the material distribution method, has roots in
widespread application across various fields. The fundamental idea revolves around the
efficient distribution of materials within a given design area without any predetermined
structure [22–24]. Various approaches like homogenization and level-set methods exist;
here, we opted for a density-based approach, where the density of elements influences
the material distribution. In particular, we employed the solid isotropic material with the
penalization (SIMP) technique, depicting clear distinctions between high and low-density
areas, essentially leading to a design improvement [21]. Topology optimization is a great
way to make a light and strong drone chassis for precision agriculture, as far as this very
area of research is concerned. It helps to use the right amount of material in the right
places so the chassis can hold up well and not be too heavy. This is important for drones
in precision agriculture, where they need to be fast and efficient. Topology optimization
also lets us try out new and creative shapes that we might not think of otherwise. By
moving material around based on what the chassis needs, we can make it fit for different
forces and pressures that the drone faces. In the end, topology optimization helped make a
light and tough drone chassis that met the needs of precision agriculture due to its better
performance and quality. Figure 4 shows this process’s detailed block diagram [25].
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Density-Based Approach for Topology Optimization

This approach is a standard method for topology optimization that uses a variable
called density to control how much material is present in each part of the structure, varying
from 0 (no material) to 1 (full material) or somewhere in between (porous material). In
this, solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP), a density-based approach that uses
a formula to relate the density to the stiffness or permeability of the material, is used,
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which helps to avoid intermediate densities and clearly distinguish between solid and
void regions. The basic formulation of SIMP for minimization is written as the below
equations [21,25,26]:

Minimize : S =
1
2

UTCU Elastic Equation (1)

Subject to : CU = F Static Equation (2)

ρi ∈ [0, 1], ∀i Design variables (3)

g =
n

∑
i
ρi − Vo ≤ 0 Volumetric constraints (4)

where U is a displacement vector, C is a global stiffness matrix, S is the compliance, n is the
number of elements, ρi is the element’s design variable (i.e., density) in which 0≤ i ≤ 1,
and Vo is the volume of the design domain, with g being the volumetric constraint for
the given topology optimization process. Like filtering techniques, many studies were
conducted to enhance this process’s performance. Similarly, the 99-line or 88-line MATLAB
codes are renowned methods for performing topology optimization processes to attain
results with systematic weight distributions only where needed [21,26].

2.3. Thrust and Performance Calculations

One of the critical aspects of designing a drone is calculating the thrust and perfor-
mance, which will help us define the thrust required for the given loading and then the
power developed, further assisting in calculating ratios of thrust to weight and power-
to-weight. The motor is essential for the quadcopter because it helps it fly and move.
The motor force is called thrust, which pushes the quadcopter up. Each motor on the
quadcopter makes a different amount of thrust [27], which is given by Equation (5):

Thrust per Motor =
Total Weight × 2

Number of Motors
(5)

As per the thrust produced, the power obtained per motor is given by Equation (6), as
per the previous work [27].

(Thrust per Motor)2 =
π

2
× (Propeller Diameter)2 × Density × (Power)2 (6)

2.4. Load Definition and Calculations

A quadcopter chassis must handle different kinds of loads when it flies, such as the
push from the motors, the twists caused by motor rotations, and the gravity of the whole
system [28]. The propellers push the chassis with their force, creating changing pressure
points. The motors also create twists that affect how the chassis stays balanced and oriented
in the air. On top of that, the quadcopter and anything it carries has a constant pull from
gravity on the chassis. These loads require a robust chassis design that can handle both
steady and changing stresses, making sure the quadcopter stays in one piece, stable, and
efficient during precision agriculture tasks. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the distribution
of loads that are exerted on the chassis of X design configuration during the time of flight,
where F1, F2, F3, and F4 are the thrust forces from individual motors; M1, M2, M3, M4 are
the moments induced by the rotors; Phi (φ), Theta (θ), Psi (Ψ) are the respective roll, pitch
and yaw angles of drone; and F is the total weight load on the chassis [29].
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2.5. Material Selection

The choice of materials plays a pivotal role in achieving optimal power-to-weight
(P/W) and thrust-to-weight (T/W) ratios. Lightweight materials have been used for
the chassis design to reduce weight significantly. Materials such as aluminium alloys,
titanium alloys, materials like Polylactic Acid (P.L.A.), Acrylonitrile Styrene Acrylate
(A.S.A.), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (A.B.S.), and Nylon 6/6 have become instrumental
in enhancing the efficiency and performance of drones [30]. However, P.L.A., A.B.S. [14]
and Nylon 6/6 [11] (the same used in a current market leader product, DJI F450) are only
considered for this study, which proves to be the most suitable for further manufacturing
stages and performed through 3D printing. As P.L.A. boasts lower production costs due to
its biodegradable nature, A.B.S. provides durability at a competitive price point, and Nylon
6/6 will cost less than that in DJIF450 due to optimized usage in manufacturing. Also,
producing significant numbers through 3D printing would reduce the overall cost. The
properties of the selected materials are compared in Table 2, which shows the mechanical
properties of the materials. Among the selections, A.B.S., known for its durability and
impact resistance, finds application in the construction of drone arms and central base,
providing structural integrity with the tendency to bend slightly before breaking without
compromising weight [31]. P.L.A., a biodegradable, stiffer and lightweight material, is well-
suited for drone arms and landing gear, contributing to reduced overall weight without
sacrificing strength [32]. Nylon 6/6, valued for its high tensile strength and flexibility,
proves ideal for crafting drone landing gear, ensuring a balance between durability and
weight efficiency [11]. Also, considering the thermal properties of these materials, as the
electronic components of the drone for the specified application do not produce that much
heat as rejection, materials [15] such as A.B.S. can easily be considered and can be processed
further into the study of generative design. This selection of materials for specific drone
components underscores an approach to lightweight chassis, ultimately optimizing the
power-to-weight and thrust-to-weight ratios. The following sections will confirm the final
selection of the materials for specific parts based on the property’s comparison, which will
be achieved after the design process.

Table 2. Properties of the materials under consideration in the design study [33].

Properties/Material Nylon 6/6 ABS PLA

Yield strength (MPa) 82.75 20 49.5
Mass density (g/cm3) 1.13 1.06 1.3

Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 82.75 29.6 50
Poisson’s ratio 0.35 0.38 0.39

Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.93 2.24 3.5
Shear modulus (MPa) 1000 805 2399.99
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Utilizing these materials in 3D printing allows for intricate and precise fabrication of
drone components, enabling the achievement of geometries that might be challenging with
traditional manufacturing methods. The compatibility of these materials with 3D printing
facilitates the production and allows for rapid prototyping and customization.

2.6. Designing of Drone Parts

Covering up the generative design process involving the following steps and results
in a novel quadcopter chassis design [34,35]. The basic methodology for the same is shown
in Figure 6.
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Definition of Geometries of the Quadcopter Chassis

Starting with the drone design, the central part is treated as the starting geometry,
which is also created using generative design, followed by the arms and the landing
gear, which combined form a drone chassis for the specified application. As Figure 6 of
Section 2.6 illustrates, the process starts by defining the preserved geometries with one
of the geometry types in the design space. It is assigned to bodies to incorporate them
into the final shape of the design. Bodies assigned a preserved geometry display in green
on the canvas of the software workspace. They do not change during the generation of
outcomes [36].

With the preserved geometries, the obstacle geometries go hand in hand, which
specifies where and where, but the generative design will not assert material in the design
outcome, holding the rest of all conditions and variables true. It is assigned to bodies to
represent spaces that are to be avoided in the design. Bodies assigned an obstacle geometry
are displayed in red on the canvas. They represent the empty spaces where material is not
created during the generation of outcomes. The outcomes without the obstacle geometry
body in the model can also be generated [36]. The figures below show the preserved
and obstacle geometries for the components in Table 1 of Section 1. Figure 7 shows the
respective geometries of the base central part of the quadcopter, Figure 8 shows that of the
arms and Figure 9 shows the landing gears of the drone.
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Figure 9. Geometries under design study for landing gears of the drone: (a) preserved geometry and
(b) obstacle geometry.

After defining the respective geometries, the constraints and loadings are allocated for
applying the drone chassis in precision agriculture [27], which had been defined and acted
upon, as per the ones shown in Section 2.4, on the preserved geometries of the study. The
following section shows a pictorial representation of the loads applied on the chassis for
the generative design study of the various parts of the quadcopter. Figure 10 shows the
loads acting on the upper body of the chassis which are thrust forces, rotor moments, body
weight and gravity, which include the central base and arms area of the copter, whereas
Figure 11 shows the ones on the lower body of the chassis that involve the presence of the
landing gear of the chassis with depicted upper body loads on it [37].
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A progressive representation of the generative design process is presented below in
Figure 12, which shows an interim design of the drone body and the landing gear. This
representation provides an outline of the topology of the structure after the processing of
the generative design study.
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3. Results

This section presents the results of our new research in creating a quadcopter chassis
for precision agriculture using 3D printing and generative design. This section explains the
benefits and learnings of combining the latest technology and creative design ideas. We
also explore the numbers and quality of our new approach, unveiling a complete picture of
the improved quadcopter chassis made for precision agriculture needs.

3.1. Evaluation of Thrust and Performance Loads

With reference to Equation (5) in Section 2.3, the thrust required per motor that is
used for the quadcopter to maneuver and fly over the designated area as per the specified
application should be enough to handle, pick and deliver the load, i.e., total load, to fulfill
the core objective of the study, with maintaining the light weight of the chassis. The correct
estimation of the load on the chassis, without the payload, is stated in Table 3, which
specifies the individual weight of each component that must be placed on the chassis for its
smooth operation for this task.

Using Equation (5) from Section 2.3, and considering the total weight to be 1700 g and
the number of motors being 4, the required thrust per motor as per the above Equation is:

Thrust per Motor =
1700 × 2

4
= 850 g = 8.33 N (7)
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Table 3. Table showing the list of components and their respective and total weight [27,38].

Part Name No. of Quantity Weight (Grams) Total Weight (Grams)

Battery 1 360 360
Motors 6 47 a 282

ESC 6 32 192
Propeller 6 20 120
Pixhawk 1 20 20

G.P.S. 1 26 26
Regulator 1 25 25

Radio receiver 1 10 10
Servo motor 1 15 15
Water pump 1 25 25

Other accessories 50 50
Total Weight 1125

a Motor chosen for this application is A2212/10T 1400 KV [39].

The total thrust force by the motors on the chassis will be the product of the result
from the above Equation (7) and the number of motors and is provided in Equation (6):

Total Thrust = 850 × 4 = 3400 g or 33.32 N (8)

The power produced, depending upon the propeller parameters that are being in-
stalled on the rotor, using Equation (6) of Section 2.3, is as follows:

(Thrust per Motor)2 =
π

2
× (Propeller Diameter)2 × Density × (Power)2 (9)

Considering the propeller diameter be 0.254 mm [40], the density of air as
1.225 kg/m3 [27], and the thrust obtained from Equation (7), the power produced
will be:

(8.33)2 =
π

2
× (0.254)2 × 1.225 × (Power)2 (10)

Power =

√
8.332 × 2

(0.254)2 × 1.225 × π
= 23.64 W (11)

The needed thrust of 3400.00 g was with the minimum load factor, i.e., only the
quadcopter’s essential parts. This thrust will be much more than the copter’s generative
outcomes weight without payload. Even with 1 kg of payload, i.e., 1000 g, its total weight
will still be lesser than the motors’ thrust, i.e., ~2700.0 g < 3400.00 g.

3.2. Loads on the Chassis

The quadcopter’s various parts undergo various loading conditions, which majorly
comprise the weight loads, thrust loads and rotor moments, which are individually dis-
cussed in a separate equation for each, stated below:

From Equation (8) Section 3.1, the value obtained for the thrust loads is 3400 g or 33.32 N.
For the loads by the weight of the chassis, with a total of 2700 g by Equation (8);

Total Weight Loads =
2700 g × m

101.97 s2 = 26.5 N (12)

When the loads from the rotor placed at the arms are calculated, as applied in two
directions—one clockwise and the other in anti-clockwise direction to allow the drone
to fly in the desired direction and obey the aerodynamic laws. The values of the motor
parameters include the maximum current being 16 Ampere (16A) and Motor K.V., i.e., the
R.P.M./Volt is 1400 [40]:

Rotor Moment =
60 × Maximum Current

2π× KV
(13)
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Rotor Moment =
60 × 16

2π× 1400
= 0.11 Nm (14)

For the landing gears, the total body weight will be their action load when the
chassis lands.

3.3. CAD Models

The CAD models of the parts are prepared using the concept of generative design
using Autodesk Fusion 360 software, which includes the design of all the quadcopter parts
stated in Table 1 of Section 1. This section includes the final outcomes of the generative
design process selected based on the parameters necessary for our study, i.e., body mass
and factor of safety maintained at a minimum of or above 1.2. Figure 13 shows the final
design of the drone’s central base part, which was processed using the materials of Nylon
6/6, A.B.S. and P.L.A., with a detailed tabular representation of the parameters of the
obtained outcomes, which assists in making a clear decision about which to choose, and is
represented in Table 4 below.
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Maximum Global Displacement (mm) 0.843 1.066 0.67 

For the drone’s arm section, the P.L.A., A.B.S. and Nylon 6/6 materials are used and 

depicted in Figure 14, with a detailed tabular comparative database to select and come 

upon the best possible outcome as a solution, which is represented in Table 5. 

Figure 13. The generated outcome of the optimized drone central base: (a) isometric view of the
outcome; (b) front view of the outcome; and (c) top view of the outcome.

Table 4. Comparison of the mechanical properties of the generatively designed drone central base
with Nylon, A.B.S. and P.L.A. material.

Parameters/Material Nylon 6/6 ABS PLA

Volume (mm3) 21,558.51 21,838.4 21,821.77
Mass (kg) 0.024 0.023 0.028

Maximum von Mises Stress (MPa) 3.59 3.53 3.52
Maximum Global Displacement (mm) 0.843 1.066 0.67

For the drone’s arm section, the P.L.A., A.B.S. and Nylon 6/6 materials are used and
depicted in Figure 14, with a detailed tabular comparative database to select and come
upon the best possible outcome as a solution, which is represented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Comparison of the mechanical properties of generatively designed drone arm selection with
Nylon, A.B.S. and P.L.A. materials.

Parameters/Material Nylon 6/6 ABS PLA

Volume (mm3) 119,233.544 119,218.271 119,229.57
Mass (kg) 0.135 0.126 0.155

Maximum von Mises Stress (MPa) 0.934 0.948 0.952
Maximum Global Displacement (mm) 0.177 0.23 0.147

Figure 15 represents the drone’s landing gear, which P.L.A. and A.B.S. process un-
der the generative design integrated topology optimization, and a detailed comparative
database of the best choices of material is shown in Table 6.
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Figure 15. The generated outcome of the optimized drone landing gear: (a) isometric view of the
outcome; (b) front view of the outcome; and (c) right side view of the outcome.

Table 6. Comparison of the mechanical properties of generatively designed drone landing gear with
A.B.S. and P.L.A. material.

Parameters/Material ABS PLA

Volume (mm3) 5484.33 4447.42
Mass (kg) 0.006 0.006

Maximum von Mises Stress (MPa) 0.989 1.057
Maximum Global Displacement (mm) 0.394 0.27

After the successful generation of the drone sections, the complete drone chassis is
designed by assembling these sections as an outcome, and is represented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Generated outcome of the optimized drone: (a) isometric view; (b) front view; and
(c) right side view.

Further to designing these outcomes, the generated outcomes are analyzed based on
the specified loading conditions, which will simulate its specified field of application. The
generated topology optimized outcomes when processed through the simulation window
of the Autodesk Fusion 360 software. The results are represented in Figure 17, which
represents the behavior of the chassis with an A.B.S. upper body and P.L.A. lower body
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under the loading conditions, and also provides results related to the factor of safety,
stresses and displacements. A similar representation in Figure 18 shows the drone with
an A.B.S upper body as a central part and a Nylon 6/6 arm section. This representation is
similar to DJI drones, notably the DJI F450, renowned for its widespread popularity and
sales due to their reliability and advanced features. However, some considerations include
its limited customization options, relatively heavier weight and standardized structure. In
the following section, a detailed performance analysis is presented.
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3.4. Performance Study and Comparison

Focusing on the analysis of the performance of the designed drone chassis, Table 7
lists the vital properties required to define the best results and provides a comparison of
the novel topology-optimized generative-designed quadcopter chassis with the DJI F450
chassis [31], which is well known for its applications and operations. It was observed that
the testing data for comparison of this drone are available at 20 N [41], showing less than
the weight conditions of our study. However, the results obtained from the generative
design proved to be better than that of the comparison.

The thrust-to-weight ratios and power-to-weight ratios of the drones, designed using
the topology optimization, can be found by the following: Equation (15) is used to find the
thrust-to-weight ratios as:

T : W =
Total Thrust by Motors
Total Weight to be lifted

(15)

The total thrust produced by the selected motor, i.e., A2212/10T 1400 KV, is 1000 g with
a 1045 propeller and 3S LiPo battery [42], which will be utilized in the drone’s functioning.
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Table 7. Comparison of the mechanical properties of generatively designed drone with Nylon 6/6
and A.B.S. material with the DJI F450 quadcopter [31,41].

Parameters/Material Nylon 6/6 ABS DJI F450

Factor of Safety 12.2 3.739 3.301 for Polyamide Nylon b

Maximum Stress (MPa) 6.79 5.35 23 @ 20 N
Displacement (mm) 0.244 0.296 4.135 @ 20 N

Strain 0.004 0.004 -
Total Drone (Chassis+ Landing Gear) Mass (kg) 0.159 0.150 0.282 (w/o landing gears)

Manufacturing Method Unrestricted Additive Advanced Manufacturing
b Nylon 66 (loosely written nylon 6-6, nylon 6/6, nylon 6,6, or nylon 6:6) is a type of polyamide or nylon.

The total weight to be lifted varies for A.B.S. and Nylon 6/6 due to the differences
in their body mass, including the upper body and the landing gear. However, this can be
found by using Equation (16) for A.B.S. and Equation (17) for Nylon 6/6, with relevant
data from as in Table 7 as:

Total weight for ABS = (Crub Weight + Payload + Chassis mass) = 2275 g (16)

Total weight for Nylon6/6 = (Crub Weight + Payload + Chassis mass) = 2284 g (17)

T : W for ABS =
3400
2275

= 1.49 (18)

T : W for Nylon6/6 =
3400
2284

= 1.48 (19)

Therefore, the thrust-to-weight ratios achieved, at full payload, for A.B.S. and Nylon
6/6 drones are calculated by Equations (18) and (19). In addition, with no external load, with
total weights being only the scrub and the chassis mass, it can reach up to 3.1, significantly
improving efficiency and productivity. Also, the power-to-weight ratios of the drone can
be determined by Equation (20), which is as follows:

P : W =
Total Power by Motors

Total Weight to be lifted
(20)

Where total power was determined to be 23.64 W by one motor from Equation (6) of
Section 3.1, for four motors, the total power is 94.56 W. From Equations (21) and (22):

P : W for ABS =
94.56
2.275

= 41.56 W/Kg (21)

P : W for Nylon6/6 =
94.56
2.284

= 41.4 W/Kg (22)

which is well above the recommended values of power-to-weight ratio for a UAV [43].
For the values of thrust-to-weight and power-to-weight ratios for the comparative

chassis of F450 by using Equations (15) and (20), respectively:

Total weight for DJI F450 = (Crub Weight + Payload + Chassis mass[30]) = 2431 g (23)

So, the thrust-to-weight ratio and the power-to-weight ratio for the commercially
sound DJI F450 drone chassis, from Equations (24) and (25):

T : W for DJI F450 =
3400
2431

= 1.39 (24)

P : W for DJI F450 =
94.56
2.431

= 38.89 W/Kg (25)
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4. Discussion

The results of this research exhibit a significant gain in drone design, where all com-
ponents have been meticulously crafted with the most optimized parameters through
topology optimization-integrated generative-design methodology using Autodesk Fusion
360. This approach, with potential design constraints such as structural integrity, durability,
and standards and choosing the relevant materials, yielded a quadcopter chassis that
outperforms the well-established DJI F450, a prominent commercial drone. The optimized
topology enhances the structural integrity of individual components and contributes to a
more cohesive and efficient overall design. The superior performance metrics, including
power-to-weight and thrust-to-weight ratios, underscore the success of our generative
design approach. This comparative advantage over a widely recognized commercial drone
highlights the potential of our methodology to push the boundaries of drone technology,
particularly in the realm of precision agriculture, where the demand for enhanced perfor-
mance and agility is paramount. The following discussion will delve into the nuanced
aspects of these results, elucidating the specific advantages and implications for the field.

The design of the quadcopter, as it was meant to be lightweight, has good structural
conduct and is efficient; the selections made for every component were very logical. These
selections were made after accounting for all possible considerations. For the central part
of the drone base, A.B.S. material is prioritized over P.L.A., as A.B.S. is stiffer. However,
A.B.S.’s light weight also tends to make the material bend a bit, protecting against breakage
in times of unexpected loadings. Table 4 of Section 3.3 shows that the properties achieved
in A.B.S. are very similar to those of P.L.A., with the advantages of being lightweight, easily
accessible and cost-effective.

For the arm’s section of the quadcopter, the materials of A.B.S., P.L.A. and Nylon 6/6
are considered, but with P.L.A. being stiffer and heavier, it is not recommended for our
purposes, as discussed in previously referred studies. Therefore, the design outcomes of
A.B.S. and Nylon 6/6 were processed and then analyzed based on the variations in their
properties. It was observed that both materials do not differ much in terms of body mass,
von Mises Stresses, and body global displacement, as shown in Table 5 of Section 3.3.

In the case of the landing gear, the body part must be strong enough to sustain
the upper body’s load during landings and act as a protective part in rough terrains
and surroundings. It is imperative to make the design stronger yet lighter in weight, so
the components made from P.L.A. and A.B.S. were exclusively taken under the study’s
consideration. Also, these materials were strongly suggested by previous researchers, so
when applied to the study, they provided similar results. Still, P.L.A. surpassing A.B.S. in
some fields with the same body mass makes it a better choice for the landing gear.

So, with the chosen materials, parameters and designs of the sections of the quadcopter
chassis, a whole assembly was created that provided outperforming results in each domain,
with surpassed factor of safety values, lesser stress values, lighter body frames, and better
results in every aspect than the market’s popular drone chassis, as listed in Table 7 of
Section 3.4. The drone chassis for both materials was able to provide outstanding thrust-to-
weight and power-to-weight ratios with the designated load conditions and application
domain. However, the design of the chassis is associated with some constraints, such
as the utilization of the chassis within the limitations of precision agriculture tasks like
field mapping, monitoring, and pesticide distribution (up to 1 kg as payload), which are
small but tedious tasks for humans. Also, the generative design produces an organic
design manufactured by non-conventional processes, i.e., subtractive or conventional
manufacturing processes would not be able to compensate for any modification or repair
in the design if required. Although the generative study facilitates the application of
manufacturing constraints as a specific process to achieve a significant weight reduction,
these very non-conventional processes, such as additive manufacturing and materials,
should be utilized.

Further research in the future for this subject will include the experimental testing of
the generative design in real-world scenarios, i.e., testing in actual agriculture fields with
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real-time conditions, considering practical agricultural applications and various outdoor
environmental factors such as wind speed and temperature as noted above, which will
significantly impact drone performance. A systematic comparison of the generated drone
performance in real-world conditions in full functionality with all components and payload
with the experimental and field tests of DJI F450 will also be considered in the future scope
of the study. Also, improving the power-to-weight and thrust-to-weight ratios for greater
payload capacities will be considered within the same volumetric limits to further improve
its performance. Heavy-duty applications will also be included in future studies.

5. Conclusions

The generative design employed in our research demonstrated superior performance
across multiple dimensions compared to traditional designs, surpassing currently available
drones in the market that enjoy widespread usage. The results for various parameters,
directly affecting the stability, flight time, efficiency, mass production rates and cost of the
drones, were achieved to be well advanced from DJI F450, a well-known commercial drone.
The values of generated topology-optimized chassis have reduced weight values of 50%,
which directly result in reduced costs up to similar extents, i.e., 50%, with power-to-weight
and thrust-to-weight ratios increased by 6.06% and 6.75%, respectively, and incremental
improvements of at least 11.8% in terms of factor of safety and 70% in reduced stress values.
The design also exhibits shorter production times as additive manufacturing favours it.

These substantial positive outcomes have far-reaching implications for the drone
industry. First and foremost, the enhanced design contributes to better operational effi-
ciencies, allowing for more precise and agile manoeuvres during flight. The optimiza-
tion achieved through generative design also translates into longer flight times, a critical
factor in applications such as precision agriculture, where extended aerial coverage is
paramount. Additionally, the reduced power consumption inherent in our design prolongs
the drone’s operational duration and aligns with sustainability goals, making it environ-
mentally friendly. The prospect of mass production with cost-efficient availability is another
significant benefit, enabling broader access to advanced drone technology. Our generative
design approach aims to revolutionize the drone industry, offering a holistic enhancement
that extends beyond individual components to benefit users through improved efficiency,
sustainability and cost-effectiveness.
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